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1. INTRODUCTION

Ammonium-alkaline metal halides are known to have a complex x-T phase diagram
[1,2], At low temperatures the diagram has a dynamic orientational disordered a-phase in the
region of small ammonium concentrations, an orientational glass state in the region of
medium ammonium concentrations, and orientational ordered phases [3-8] at high ammonium
concentration. With increasing ammonium concentration the NHZ-NFLT interaction affects
the barrier that controls the reorientation of ammonium ions and it also influences the
dynamic properties of different phases.

The ammonium dynamics and structural phase transitions in Rbi.x(NH4)xI mixed
crystals were earlier studied at 20 K in the concentration region 0.0l£x<0.66 [9] to compare
them with the ammonium dynamics and structural phase transitions in Ki.x(NH4)xI. This
revealed some difference that could be due to the inner strain in Ki.x(NH4),J as the ionic
radius of ammonium is bigger than that of potassium and is approximately equal to the ionic
radius of rubidium. The results presented in the papers [9] and [10] show that in general, the
translational and librational ammonium dynamics in Rbi-X(NH4)XI and Ki.x(NHi)J is similar.
However, the temperature of 20 K was to high for observation of the tunneling transitions
and the resolution of the used spectrometer NERA-PR [ 11 ] at the IBR-2 high flux pulsed reactor
(JINR, Dubna) was to low for investigations of the quasielastic incoherent neutron scattering
(QINS) in more details.

In this paper we present the results of tunneling transitions and the QINS
investigations of Rbl.x(NH4)J performed on the IN6 spectrometer at the HFR ILL at
Grenoble in the temperature range of 5 -150 K.

2. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

Samples of Rbi.x(NH4)J mixed crystals with the concentration x=0.01, 0.02, 0.06,
0.16, 0.40, 0.50, and 0.66 are prepared by evaporation of corresponding stoichiometric
aqueous solutions; The inelastic incoherent neutron scattering (IINS) spectra are measured on
the NERA-PR time-of-flight inverted-geometry neutron spectrometer in FLNP, UNR, Dubna,
Russia [11] and the IN6 time-of-flight neutron spectrometer in ILL, Grenoble, France [12]. In
NERA-PR the scattered neutron energy is determined with a pyrolitic graphite crystal-
analyzer with ^0=4.15 A and the elastic peak resolution 5E « 0.66 tneV. In IN6 measurements
the incident neutron wavelength A«=5.12 A, the resolution 8E « 0.10 meV, and the detectors
cover the scattering angle from 13.2° to 104.77°. The detectors are divided into eight groups,
which makes it possible to obtain the S(Q,E)-scattering law for the scattering vectors
Q=0.282, 0.489, 0.736, 0.951, 1.164, 1.469, 1.730, and 1.943 A"1.

For illustration, the QINS spectra of Rbi-nOSTE^I measured with NERA-PR for the
ammonium concentration x=0.06, 0.16, 0.40, and 0.66 at 20 K in the energy transfer region
-3<x<3 meV are shown in Fig. la and corresponding IN6 spectra measured in the region
-2<x<3 meVareinFig. lb. The intensities of the spectra (at AE=0) are normalized to 1 to
enable a comparison of QINS spectra measured with different spectrometers.

The QINS spectra of Rb^CNHty as a function of concentration, 0.06<x<0.66, at 20
K in the energy transfer region -3<x<3 meV show that the quasielastic contribution increases
with increasing ammonium concentration from x=0.06(o) to x=0.16(0) and then it decreases



at x=0.40(A) and x=0.66(-#-). This behaviour is explained by the fact that on the x-T phase
diagram at 20 K, samples with x=0.06 and 0.16 are in the region of the dynamic disordered
a-phase, sample with x=0.40 is in the orientational glass state, and with x=0.66 is in the
ordered phase. The QINS spectra for x=0.66 measured with two spectrometers can be
correspond through their resolution functions. The satellite maximums at AB=+0.6 meV in
the QINS spectrum of IN6 for x=0.06 (Fig. lb) correspond to rotational tunneling transitions
not observed in the QINS spectrum measured with NERA-PR because the IN6 energy
resolution is higher.

QINS spectra from IN6 are exemplified for two ammonium concentrations, x=0.16
(Fig. 2a) and x=0.40 (Fig. 2b), as the temperature changes from 5 to 150 K. A series of
maximums is seen in the QINS spectra of the sample with x=0.16 at 5 K corresponding to
inelastic neutron scattering on the rotational tunneling levels of ammonium ions. As the
temperature increases tunneling transitions disappear in QINS spectra at 20 K, which
corresponds to a transition of neutron scattering from quantum motion of ammonium ions to
their classical motion described by jump reorientation [13].

Studies of the influence of ammonium concentrations, 0.01<x<0.66, on the rotational
tunneling levels of N H / in the energy transfer region -2<x<0 meV at 5 K are illustrated in
Fig. 3. An increase of the ammonium concentration is accompanied with a modification of the
tunneling levels pattern and disappearance of the tunneling levels contribution to QINS
spectra. This disappearance of tunneling transitions in the QINS spectra at 5 K for x=0.40
corresponds to a transition to the concentration region of the orientational glass state on the
x-T phase diagram of Rbi.x(NH4)xI mixed crystals.

The positions of the tunneling levels as a function of ammonium concentration at 5 K
are determined and summarized in Table 1. If the situations of the tunneling levels for the
ammonium concentration x=0.01, 0.02, or 0.06 are similar and are observed at AE=0.56,
0.67, 1.19, 1.38, and 1.74 meV, the new additional tunneling levels appear for the
concentration x=0.16 at AE=0.42 and 0.93 meV. Absence of contribution from tunneling
levels in the QINS spectra for the concentration x=0.40, 0.50 or 0.66 is the result of the
influence of the NH4-NH4 collective interaction on the growth of the potential barrier to
reorientations, which leads to "freezing" of orientational degrees of freedom. The areas under
the maximums of the tunneling levels are determined and their ratios to the maximum area of
the tunneling level with the energy E=0.56 meV are given in Table 2. The tunneling levels
with the energies E=0.56, 0.67 and 1.19 are similar to the earlier observed levels for
Rb9 7 . i (NH4W [14].

The QINS spectra are treated on the basis of scattering law with two components: the
elastic, Ie(Q)G(E), and quasielastic, Iqe(Q)L(E), where G(E) and L(E) are Gaussian and
Lorenzian functions, respectively [15], Q is scattering vector and E is energy transfer. Then
QINS spectra are fitted by a non-linear least-square procedure, program "Fullprof', with the
help of parameters, describing positions G(E) and L(E), intensities Ie and Iqe, and full width
at half of maximum (FWHM) of L(E). An analysis of FWHM calculated for QINS spectra at
each concentration and all scattering vectors as a function of temperature shows that FWHM
does not depend on the scattering vector. This confirms the correctness of the decomposition
of the observed QINS spectra into a G(E) function and a single Lorenzian function.

A comparison of the obtained FWHM shows that their temperature behaviour is
determined by the ammonium concentration. So the FWHM(T) curves as a function of the
ammonium concentration are divided into three groups: a group of FWHM(T) curves for the
concentration x=0.01, 0.02, 0.06 whose slopes are close and are approximately equal to
0.0018 meV/K, a group for the concentration x=0.40, 0.50 and 0.66 with slopes close to



Table. 1. Comparison of tunneling transition energies of Rbi.x(NH4)xI mixed crystals, obtained
at 5 K in present study, with the results for Rbi.x(NH4)xI [14] and ̂ ( N H ^ B r [15].

Specimen

X

E.meV

Rb^CNH^I

0.01

0.56

0.67

1.19
1.38
1.74

0.02

0.56

0.68

1.19
1.4
1.74

0.16
0.42
0.55

0.93
1.20
1.37
1.72

Rb^CNHOxI
[141

0.029

0.56

(0.66)

1.21

K!.x(NH4)xBr[15]

0.005

0.53

0.67

1.20

1.70

Transition

I j A , -> TiT,
TiTr-* T2E, £T2

11A1 -> J 2 E

A tAi -> T2T2

Table 2. Relative intensities of different tunneling transitions related to the 0.56 meV
tunneling transition in Rbi-j^NH^I mixed crystals.

N

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

E.meV
observed

0.42
0.56
0.67
0.93
1.19
1.39
1.74

x=0.01

s;/s2

1
0.24

0.19
0.007
0.018

x=0.02

Si/S2

1
0.25

0.20
0.006
0.019

x=0.06

Si/S2

1
0.22

0.17
0.007
0.022

x=0.16

Si/S2

0.15
1

0.08
0.15
0.03

0.023



0.007 meV/K, and a FWHM(T) for x=0.16 found between two above groups of curves with
an approximate slope of 0.0047 meV/K if one uses the linear approximation of experimental
points. These curves are shown in Fig. 4.

The group with x=0.01, 0.02 and 0.06 is characterized by similar tunneling levels at
low temperatures and lies in the region of the dynamic disordered a-phase on the x-T phase
diagram. The group with x=0.16 is characterized by a modified tunneling levels pattern in
comparison with that of the group with a smaller ammonium concentration. The group with
x=0.40, 0.55, and 0.66 corresponds to the orientational state (x=0.40) and the region with an
ordered crystalline structure (x=0.50 and 0.66). This shows that obviously, there is an
intermediate concentration region (x=0.16) between the dynamic orientational disordered a-
phase (x=0.01-0.06) and the region of the orientational glass state (x=0.40). The temperature
curves of FWHM for different concentrations are found to be in correspondence with the
concentration curves of the tunneling levels. Namely, the behaviour of the tunneling levels
and the temperature dependence of FWHM for 0.01< x<0.06 are similar and do not depend
on the ammonium concentration. This means that IINS spectra for 0.40<x<0.66 do not have
contributions from the tunneling transitions and their temperature dependence slopes are
similar. However, for x=0.16 an intermediate situation is observed when the described
properties vary between the properties characteristic for these limited concentration regions.

Reorientations of ammonium ions is described through the elastic incoherent structure
factor EISF(Q) determined as a ratio of elastic scattering Ie(Q) to elastic scattering Ie(Q) plus
quasielastic scattering Iqe(Q) [16], i.e.,

EISF(Q) = Ie(Q)/(Ie(Q) + Iqe(Q)),

The EISF(Q) temperature curves are calculated for all ammonium concentrations and an
analysis of the curves makes it possible to identify their three general types. The first type of
the observed EISF(Q) is presented in Fig. 5a and characterizes the Rbi-X(NH4)XI mixed
crystals with x in the region from 0.01 to 0.16, the second type is illustrated in Fig. 5b for
x=0.40, and the third one is in Fig. 5c being similar for x=0.50 and 0.66. It is worth noting
that the scattering vector region where EISF(Q) are obtained is not sufficient for the
determination of an axis around which ammonium ions reorient contributing to quasielastic
scattering. The temperature curves for the observed three types of EISF(Q) are, however,
different and image the properties of different concentration regions on the x-T phase
diagram of Rbi.x(NH4)J mixed crystals. Thus, they can be used for the identification of
concentration regions on the x-T phase diagram of Rbi-xCNELOJ mixed crystals.

3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of a recent study of the ammonium ion dynamics in the Rbi.x(NH4)xI
mixed crystals in the concentration region 0.01 < x <, 0.66 at the temperature region from 5 to
150 K obtained by quasielastic incoherent neutron scattering (QINS) on the IN6 neutron
spectrometers are presented. Interesting concentration dependence curves of the tunneling
levels in mixed crystals at 5 K are obtained. The tunneling levels for the ammonium
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Fig. 1. Quasielastic incoherent neutron scattering (QINS) spectra of Rbi.x(NH4)xI mixed
crystals measured with neutron spectrometers at 20 K: (a) - NERA-PR and (b) - FN6.
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Fig. 2. Quasielastic incoherent neutron scattering spectra of Rbi.x(NH4)xI as a function of
temperature: (a)-x=0.16, (b)-x=0.40 (measured on IN6 spectrometer).
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Fig. 4. FWHM temperature dependence of quasielastic reflections for Rbi.*(NH4)J (x=0.01,
0.16 and 0.40).
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concentration x=0.01, 0.02, and 0.06 are similar and almost all tunneling levels can be
described by the levels observed in Ki-x(NHi)xBr with x=0.005 and described in [17]. The
comparison is illustrated in Table 1. The first three levels observed in this study were earlier
observed in Rbi.x(NH4)xI with x=0.0029 [14].

An increase of the ammonium concentration is accompanied with a change of the
tunneling level pattern. For example, for x=0.16 two additional levels appear at AE=0.42 and
0.93 meV. The change of the tunneling level patterns may result from formation of clusters
with two adjacent ammonium ions in mixed crystal. This leads to the new specific splitting of
T-states [18], Then, clusters with three adjacent ammonium ions, whose interaction changes
the tunneling level pattern, form in mixed crystals [19]. Finally, at some ammonium
concentrations tunneling transitions cannot arise because an increase in the ammonium
concentration is accompanied with the growth of the barrier to reorientation and the
orientational degrees of freedom of ammonium ions "freeze" forming the orientational glass
state.

The observed dependence of the tunneling levels in Rbi.x(NH4)xI mixed crystals on the
ammonium concentration shows that a transition from dynamic orientational disordered to
orientational glass state region takes place in the medium concentration region which is
characterized by clusters with different tunneling levels and will be investigated in detail in
near future.

Quasielastic incoherent neutron scattering results obtained for Rbi-X(NH4)XI mixed
crystals in the concentration region 0.01 < x < 0.66 at 5 to 150 K show that such
characteristics of QINS as FWHM and EISF(Q) are specific for different concentration
regions which are the dynamic orientational disorder region, static orientational disorder
(orientational glass state) region, and the orientationa! order region.
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Натканец И. и др. Е14-2001-171
Влияние концентрации и температуры на туннельные переходы
и вращательную динамику аммония в смешанных кристаллах

I

Смешанные кристаллы Rbi_ x (NH4) x I изучались с помощью неупругого некоге-
рентного рассеяния нейтронов с использованием спектрометров времени пролета в кон-
центрационной области х-Т фазовой диаграммы 0,01 <дг^0,66 в температурном интер-
вале 5 < Т S150 К, где находятся динамически и статически ориентационно разупорядо-
ченные фазы. Показано, что при 5 К вращательные туннельные уровни
для концентраций аммония JC=0,01, 0,02 и 0,06 аналогичны. Для д:=0,16 наблюдались
дополнительные туннельные уровни, которые могут быть объяснены как результат рас-
щепления Г-состояний за счет NH4-NH4 -взаимодействия. Для л=0,40 туннельные
уровни не наблюдались в результате образования состояния ориентационного стекла.
Упругие некогерентные структурные факторы для концентраций 0,01 <*< 0,16 (дина-
мически ориентационно разупорядоченная а-фаза), *=0,40 (состояние ориентационно-
го стекла) и 0,50 <д:< 0,66 (ориентационно упорядоченное состояние) имеют разные
температурные зависимости.

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории нейтронной физики им. И.М.Франка ОИЯИ.

Препринт Объединенного института ядерных исследований. Дубна, 2001

Natkaniec I. et al. E14-2001-171
Influence of Concentration and Temperature
on Tunneling and Rotational Dynamics of Ammonium
in Rbi_ j r(NH4) j :I Mixed Crystals

The Rb \_x (NH4 ) x I mixed crystals are studied by inelastic incoherent neutron scattering
using time-of-flight spectrometers in the concentration region of the х-Т phase diagram
0.01 <д:<0.66 at 5 <T< 150 K, where dynamic and static orientational disorder phases are
generally found. It is shown that at 5 К rotational tunneling levels for ammonium concentra-
tions JC = 0 . 0 1 , 0.02 and 0.06 are similar. Additional tunneling levels are observed for J C = 0 . 1 6
which can be explained as the result of Г-states splitting for account of NH4 -NH4 interac-
tion. Tunneling levels are not observed for * = 0.40 as the result of forming orientational
glass state. The elastic incoherent structure factors for concentrations 0.01 <x<0.16 (dy-
namic orientational disordered a-phase), л: = 0.40 (orientational glass state)
and 0.50<x<0.66 (orientational ordered state) have different temperature dependences.

The investigation has been performed at the Frank Laboratory of Neutron Physics,
JINR.
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